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A B S T R A C T

Industrial symbiosis involves creating integrated cycles of by-products and waste between networks of industrial

actors in order to maximize economic value, while at the same time minimizing environmental strain. In such a

network, the global environmental strain is no longer equal to the sum of the environmental strain of the

individual actors, but it is dependent on how well the network performs as a whole. The development of methods

to understand, manage or optimize such networks remains an open issue. In this paper we put forward a si-

mulation model of by-product flow between industrial actors. The goal is to introduce a method for modelling

symbiotic exchanges from a macro perspective. The model takes into account the effect of two main mechanisms

on a multi-objective optimization of symbiotic processes. First it allows us to study the effect of geographical

properties of the economic system, said differently, where actors are divided in space. Second, it allows us to

study the effect of clustering complementary actors together as a function of distance, by means of a spatial

correlation between the actors’ by-products. Our simulations unveil patterns that are relevant for macro-level

policy. First, our results show that the geographical properties are an important factor for the macro perfor-

mance of symbiotic processes. Second, spatial correlations, which can be interpreted as planned clusters such as

Eco-industrial parks, can lead to a very effective macro performance, but only if these are strictly implemented.

Finally, we provide a proof of concept by comparing the model to real world data from the European Pollutant

Release and Transfer Register database using georeferencing of the companies in the dataset. This work opens up

research opportunities in interactive data-driven models and platforms to support real-world implementation of

industrial symbiosis.

1. Introduction

The primary mode of production and consumption globally follows

the linear pattern of take, make and dispose. Not only does this ap-

proach produce an enormous amount of waste, it depletes limited re-

sources while polluting the natural environment and threatening the

foundations that support life on Earth (MacArthur, 2013). Despite sci-

entific consensus on the need for transformation in the production/

consumption sector, few firms are acting with a sense of urgency. The

substantial risks associated with maintaining the linear ‘status quo’ for

individual firms, whose singular impact may seem insignificant, far

outweigh those of pioneering the structural change needed to reduce

the impact of production systems globally. However, this status quo can

be challenged by shifting to a nonlinear systems perspective, whereby

rapid social change is possible and the risks of business-as-usual prac-

tices carry catastrophic consequences.

A prominent example of a nonlinear system is what is called an

‘industrial symbiosis’. Industrial symbioses contain mechanisms by

which traditionally separate industries work together to reuse and re-

cycle energy, water and by-products, thereby minimizing
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environmental impact and ideally creating competitive advantage

(Chertow, 2000). Industrial symbioses are related to the circular

economy, which seeks to reduce the uptake of raw materials and reduce

total waste production by cycling materials through different uses to

maximize the service provided (MacArthur, 2013; Geissdoerfer et al.,

2017). This concept is distinct from traditional recycling where by-

products are often reduced to their lowest value raw material form.

Circular economies, however, aim to maintain the value-added status of

products for as long as possible. This is achieved by sharing the use of

products and cycling the highest value form of products and by-pro-

ducts as inputs to other firms, which limits the sequential downgrading

of by-product material or value.

Integrating by-products and business practices among a multiplicity

of previously independent agents creates a complex system. The com-

plexity of such a system is further compounded when considering the

inherent social, environmental and economic aspects of production

systems. An important factor for realizing functional exchanges is the

geographical proximity of other industrial actors (Ghisellini et al.,

2016; Jensen et al., 2011). For example, excess heat dissipates more the

farther it is transferred. As such, symbiotic activities and optimizing

waste flows will be most successful if the industrial actors are close to

each other–not only for optimizing physical flows, but also for co-

ordinating activities. Eco-industrial parks are considered functional

realizations of the industrial symbiotic approach (Gibbs and Deutz,

2007). In these parks, businesses work together to reduce waste and

pollution, effectively sharing and exchanging different kinds of re-

sources, infrastructure and by-products. The key advantage is that these

actors are located together, thus facilitating these exchanges.

In this study we recognize two important factors for realizing

functional and effective symbiotic exchanges. First, to effectively

evaluate symbiotic exchanges it is not enough to look at individual

exchanges. In order to understand and optimize symbiotic exchanges in

terms of sustainability, a system or macro level perspective is required

(Chertow and Ehrenfeld, 2012; Martin et al., 2015). Here optimal

means the theoretically most sustainable symbiotic system, given a set

of actors located in a geographical setting. Second, an optimal per-

forming system of symbiotic exchanges may very much depend on

geographical features (Desrochers, 2001), such as where the actors are

located in geographical space and which actor is engaging with which

actor in realizing symbiotic exchanges. We argue that the first and

second point are inevitably connected. Although these two factors are

well known in the literature on industrial symbiotic exchanges, the

interplay of the two factors have not been studied in detail on a macro-

level scale. We argue that there is potentially a lot to gain from studying

symbiotic systems as a whole in their geographical context.

Agent-based models have been used when there is the need to model

the dynamics of circular economies and industrial symbiosis networks.

In an agent-based model (ABM), actors (or agents) interact using pre-

scribed rules, and the emergent behavior of the system is observed

(Farmer and Foley, 2009). ABMs have been used to simulate various

industrial symbiosis systems, including biogas production (Yazan et al.,

2018), agro-food systems (Fernandez-Mena et al., 2016), agro-in-

dustrial complexes (Huang et al., 2015), and coal-based industrial

systems (Wang et al., 2017, 2014), to name a few examples. Simulation

methods, such as ABMs, are particularly useful because they can be

connected to empirical data and offer flexibility for the processes that

can be included in the model (Farmer and Foley, 2009; Axtell et al.,

2001). For example, Tsekeris and Vogiatzoglou (2011) developed a

conceptual ABM to simulate the location choice of firms in urban set-

tings and the resulting circular economy flow. Zhu and Ruth (2013)

used an ABM to show that strong dependencies between companies is

detrimental to the resilience of the system. Other studies have in-

corporated ABMs into life cycle analyses of products (Wu et al., 2017;

Davis et al., 2009) or into the design process for eco-industrial parks

(Lange et al., 2017; Romero and Ruiz, 2014; Batten, 2009), while others

advocate that the usage of ABMs in the field of industrial ecology is

crucial to manage its complex issues (Kraines and Wallace, 2006;

Dijkema and Basson, 2009). Another benefit of using ABMs is their

ability to model and anticipate the role of specific policies and tech-

nologies on the emergence of industrial symbiosis networks, including

the role of information sharing platforms (Fraccascia and Yazan, 2018),

trust and knowledge diffusion (Ghali et al., 2017; Romero and Ruiz,

2013), taxes and subsidies (Fraccascia et al., 2017), institutional ca-

pacity building (Zheng and Jia, 2017), and different contractual me-

chanisms (Albino et al., 2016). ABM has also been used as a tool to

validate existing industrial symbiosis performance indicators (Couto

Mantese and Capaldo Amaral, 2017; Mantese et al., 2016).

So ABMs have been used to study specific mechanisms such as life

cycle analyses of products or study characteristics such as resilience.

Nonetheless, most of the models reviewed above do not explicitly in-

clude spatial components, or when it is the case are applied at large

geographical scales (local or urban scale). Thus, there are no studies

into how well symbiotic exchanges are being utilized given some set of

industrial actors in a geographical area and how a certain geographical

area might optimally perform. Indeed, according to Velenturf and

Jensen (2016), the question of the role of geographical proximity in

industrial symbiosis remains to be investigated. While Chertow and

Ehrenfeld (2012) propose a theoretical model for the emergence of

industrial symbiosis networks at this regional scale, they do not im-

plement it into a simulation model. In this study we aim to fill these

gaps by addressing the following research question: How can symbiotic

exchanges be optimized in terms of sustainability, given a set of actors

located in a geographical area? To address this question, the goal of the

current study is to put forward the basis of an agent-based model that

can eventually evaluate theoretical optimal symbiotic exchanges given

a set of actors in a geographical area and compare it to empirical or

alternative scenarios.

The basic model presented in the current study includes two main

features. First, the model studies what the effect is of geographical

properties on symbiotic relationship by multi-objective optimization,

minimizing both cost and waste products. The system size in this case

can be varied from regional, to national, to even global. Second, the

model studies what the effect is of matching complementary actors in

space on the multi-objective optimization, minimizing both cost and

waste products. The effect of matching complementary actors is studied

by adding spatial correlation between the by-products of actors. This

means that the higher the spatial correlation, the more likely that actors

close together in space match on their by-products and therefore can

engage in a symbiotic exchange. Answers to these questions can help to

understand how symbiotic linkages can be optimized given the geo-

graphical properties of an area. This macro perspective can potentially

be used for policy planning and sustainable urban planning from a

macro perspective. Note that policies can rely on top-down approaches

(planning) or on bottom-up processes (incentives to change the beha-

vior at the company level) (Velenturf and Jensen, 2016), and both as-

pects can be investigated with our model.

Our contribution is focused on the effect of geographical proximity

on the function of a symbiotic system as a whole, by means of an ABM

inspired from ecological concepts, drawing on the transfer of concepts

and models between ecology and industrial ecology (Hess, 2010).

Furthermore, this paper addresses the dynamics of how symbiotic ex-

changes between enterprises are established. In that context, we in-

troduce a model whose linkages must grow organically, thus based on

mutual benefit and geographical proximity, and not solely on central

control. With fairly simple decision-making processes, a variety of

network structures can be formed with implications for the macro-level

properties of the system, including system potential to attain circularity

goals. By trying to understand the production of macroscopic patterns

from the bottom-up, this approach takes into account developments

from generative social science (Epstein, 2006) and pattern oriented

modeling in ecology (Grimm et al., 2005). It also relates to geosimu-

lation (Benenson and Torrens, 2004) by simulating spatialized socio-
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economic processes. The model's agents are enterprises located on a

spatial plane, each with an input and an output in terms of needs and

waste. All agents have the same goal of minimizing their waste and

maximizing their economic profit. Although the contribution is mainly

methodological, we present preliminary results and provide a proof of

concept by comparing the model to real world data from the European

Pollutant Release and Transfer Register database. Our contributions are

as follows: (i) to the best of our knowledge, we introduce the first

spatial model for growing a symbiotic system at this scale, (ii) we apply

state-of-the-art model exploration and calibration techniques with high

performance computing to extract knowledge on model behavior, (iii)

we therein identify stylized findings from model simulations that may

have important implications for policy planning, and (iv) we show that

the model can be applied and calibrated on a real world setting. In

future work the model will be extended to be more data driven.

Therefore, this work introduces a framework that can be extended for

studying both practical and theoretical questions.

In this paper, we present the basic rationale of the model, an ex-

ploration of its possible applications, and our simulation results along

with a test of the model with real world data. The paper is organized as

follows. First, we study whether there is a spatial effect on the func-

tioning of the system by comparing a uniform spatial distribution with a

theoretical real world distribution and an empirical distribution.

Second, we study the effect of geographically matching the actors by

their input and output on the functioning of the system. Third, we test

the model using real world data from the European Pollutant Release

and Transfer Register database. We finally provide an outline of future

avenues for research.

2. Model description

2.1. Rationale

We developed a spatial ABM (i.e., defined in geographical space) in

which agents are industrial companies. Each company is characterized

by its geographical location, which is assumed to remain constant

through time, and a pair of demand and offer functions. The demand

function characterizes the input needed for the company to operate,

and the offer function is its non-commercialized output (e.g., water,

heat, materials, etc.). In our model, the interaction between two com-

panies, e.g., Company A and Company B, corresponds to Company A

buying the waste or by-product (i.e., the non-commercialized output)

from Company B to use it as input for its production. The two compa-

nies can potentially interact simply based on the geographical distance

separating them and the match between input and output (i.e., demand

and offer).

Our modeling approach takes an interdisciplinary insight by brid-

ging with the ecological literature, in particular by drawing from the

probabilistic niche model (PNM), which can reproduce the structure of

complex food webs (Williams and Martinez, 2000; Williams et al.,

2010). This approach is relevant since the transfer of ecological models

to circular economy have already been shown to have a high potential

in providing alternative heuristics to optimize recycling systems (Ryen

et al., 2018). In the PNM, predation interaction between two species is

modeled as the probability of species i eating another species j based on

their values along a one-dimensional ‘niche’ axis. More specifically,

species i has a feeding optimum value on the niche axis and the prob-

ability of eating species j declines as the niche position of species j gets

further from this feeding optimum, which was modeled using a Gaus-

sian centered on the feeding optimum. In our model of industrial

symbiosis, we replaced the one-dimensional niche space with a one-

dimensional ‘by-product’ space (which could later be generalized to a

multi-dimensional ‘by-product’ space) along which the input and

output functions for each company are defined as Gaussians. The output

Gaussian characterizes the uncertainty and variability around a com-

pany's by-product, and the input Gaussian characterizes the range of by-

product that a company is looking for around a by-product optimum.

Our model also extends the analogy with the PNM by being spatial

whereby the geographical distance between agents has an effect on

their potential interaction, this on potentially large spatial extents

which correspond to regional systems in our application. Simulations

start with a set of companies that are not linked with each other, and

the interaction network then grows. The model focuses on the exchange

of by-products between companies and ignores the input of external

resources from outside the system (e.g., raw material from the en-

vironment), as well as the effective products that companies make for

commercialization, which are outputs of the system. It results in a di-

rected network between companies in a closed system, as a macroscopic

emerging pattern from bottom-up interactions between companies.

The model includes five distinct processes. Two of them affect the

setup of the system: (i) the process governing the geographical posi-

tioning of companies, and (ii) a spatial process affecting the position of

the input Gaussian of companies along the by-products axis based on

the position of the output Gaussian of other nearby companies (in other

words, a spatial correlation between the positions of the input and

output Gaussians of different companies along the by-products axis).

The other three processes affect the growth of the network of symbiotic

relationships: (iii) the threshold above which two companies can make

a contract to exchange by-products based on how well the respective

inputs and outputs of these companies match, (iv) the probability that

two companies can interact (i.e., exchange by-products) depends on the

geographical distance separating them, and (v) the cost of transporting

a by-product from the location of the company selling it to the location

of the company buying it.

2.2. Model setup

Companies are indexed by 1≤ i≤N, each having a fixed spatial

position
→xi, and by-products are described by a finite-dimensional real

variable
→ ∈y ℝd that allows to normalize along each axis and take

→ ∈y [0, 1]d. A company's demand and offer functions are defined in a

simple manner by
→ → = → →D y D d y( ) · ( )i i i

(0) and
→ → = → →O y O o y( ) · ( )i i i

(0) respec-

tively, where
→
di and

→oi are multivariate probability densities. For the

sake of simplicity, we assume one-dimensional products. In the default

setup, these probabilities are fixed as Gaussian distributions with a

uniformly distributed average in [0; 1] and a standard deviation given

by a parameter σ.

Geographical distribution of companies. We setup the initial geo-

graphical position of companies in four different ways:

• Using a spatial uniform distribution for the geographical coordinates

(illustrated in Fig. 1A).

• Simulating a synthetic population density field
→d x( ), and assuming

that the number of companies Y follows a scaling law as a function

of the population of a city N such that Y∼Nβ. Industries naturally

do not locate in the middle of large cities, but at the aggregated scale

considered, high population densities and industries aggregate in

built-up areas and the number of industries in cities do follow a

scaling law of population (Pumain et al., 2006). More specifically,

we took the probability for a firm to locate in a patch as a function of

its population

 = ∝ ⎛
⎝
⎜ ∑

⎞
⎠
⎟

→ →
→

x x i
N x

N
( | )

( )
i

β

(1)

Companies are thus located sequentially at random, given these

probabilities, and the population distribution is synthetically gen-

erated (Raimbault, 2019), as a kernel mixture

∑→ = →
≤ ≤

P x K x( ) ( )
j p

j

1 (2)
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with p number of cities (or “centers”), with kernels

= −
−→

→ →

K x
x x

r
( ) exp

|| ||
j

j

0 (3)

where xj is random with an uniform distribution and r0 is computed

such that the city system respects the Zipf rank-size law with ex-

ponent γ (similar values at origin assume a constant maximal center

density across cities), i.e. such that ∬= ∝P Kj j j

1
γ. This way of

generating a geographical distribution of companies is illustrated in

Fig. 1B.

• Using a real raster describing the geographical distribution of po-

pulation density across the Netherlands with 1km resolution (data

from CIESIN/CIAT (2005); illustrated in Fig. 1C). This shows the

typical scale considered for the system of cities. Companies were

then positioned as above.

• Using a real deterministic system of companies’ geographical posi-

tions. The application of the model to a real case below shows such a

setup for Netherlands in Fig. 5. An illustration at a local scale for the

Kalundborg Eco-industrial Park in Denmark is also given in Ap-

pendix in Fig. D.9.

The simple setup through population distribution for the positioning

of companies, except for the last case, allows to be flexible and for

example compare the effects due to model dynamics to the effects due

to geography.

Spatial correlation for demand-offer functions.

A complementary setup mechanism is included in the model to di-

rectly test the implications of policies such as the implementation of

industrial parks (Su et al., 2013). We abstract such processes by con-

trolling on correlations between the industrial production structure of

companies. More precisely, the averages of Gaussian input and output

distributions are not uniformly distributed, but are a function of the

position in space such that a certain level of correlation is controlled by

a parameter.

This level of correlation is expected to be a function of the distance

between companies, corresponding to policies locating companies

which can fit closer together. However, generating random variables

located in space and which correlation matrix is their distance matrix is

generally not possible, and relates to a distance matrix completion

problem: to be a correlation matrix, a given matrix must be symmetric

positive definite (the Choleski decomposition giving then the transfor-

mation from independent drawings to the correlated variables)

(Bakonyi and Johnson, 1995). We adopt thus an heuristic strategy

based on mean fields and that furthermore have a direct thematic in-

terpretation.

We assume to be in the synthetic city system setup or in the real

world setup, for which both are defined urban centers. We associate

randomly to each center values that will determine the distribution

averages within their geographical span. These values are taken as

evenly spaced within [0; 1] to maximize the discrepancy between them.

Given a new company, its distribution average will be given by a

Gaussian distribution following  �∼o a α d[ ] ( , · )i c where ac is the value

of the distribution average of the closest center, d is the distance to this

center normalized by the maximal distance (so that d≤ 1) and α is the

parameter controlling the local variability of averages.

Taking α=0 induces uniform averages within Thiessen polygons of

centers, and thus a high spatial correlation between averages, whereas

large values of α will make them uncorrelated. It can be interpreted as a

‘level of clustering’, that can be acted upon through policies, by fos-

tering local correlations between the type of production of companies

(we recall that in our abstract model, the distribution of oi and di de-

scribe the type of input needed by a company and the type of output it

produces).

2.3. Growing the network of symbiotic relationships

Once the geographical position of companies is set up, the urban

environment (which includes the transportation cost landscape) is

Fig. 1. Model setup and illustration. (A)

Example of a random distribution of compa-

nies, represented by points on a uniform space.

First, one current contractor i (blue point) is

selected among the companies. Then, a first set

of potential partners for this current contractor

is sampled based on distance (i.e. geographical

interaction potential; yellow and red points).

Among this set, potential partners whose input

density distribution overlaps with the current

contractor's output density distribution more

than the threshold To (see illustration on the

right-hand side) are retained (red points). The

bottom plots show examples for two possible

geographical setups: a synthetic city system

(B), and real density data for the Netherlands

(C), in which green points indicate the location

of companies generated stochastically based on

population density.
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assumed to remain constant, and the simulation of the network growth

(i.e. the progressive establishment of complementary links between

companies that correspond to flows of by-products) can start. Two

factors are used to establish links between companies (i.e. exchange of

by-products): (1) the geographical distance separating them, and (2)

the match between demand and offer, and these links are added se-

quentially. At each time step, the following set of rules is applied in

sequence to establish a link (and therefore grow the network of sym-

biotic relationships):

• A company, the ‘current contractor’, is drawn at random uniformly

among the companies with minimal number of links (we recall that

a link between two companies corresponds to a contract settled in a

previous step, and consider therefore that companies with minimal

exchange activity will try to make new contracts).

• A first sample for potential partners for this company is drawn based

on a geographical interaction potential (Vij; i.e. probability that the

current contractor i and another company j interact based on their

geographical locations), which is defined as

= −V d dexp( / )ij ij 0 (4)

where dij is the geographical distance between the two companies

and d0 is the characteristic geographical range within which po-

tential partners are typically drawn.

• For each company previously sampled, the overlap between the

current contractor's offer (i.e. what it wastes after production) and

the company's demand (i.e. what they could use for production),

both represented by Gaussian density distributions along the by-

product axis (see Fig. 1A) is computed as

∫=o O Dmin( , )dx (5)

with a higher overlap indicating a higher probability that the two

companies exchange by-products. Companies whose overlap is

above To are taken as potential partners.

• For each potential partner j, a utility associated with the potential

exchange of by-products with the current contractor i is computed as

= −u o c
d

d
·ij ij

ij

max (6)

where oij is the overlap between the two companies in by-product

space, c is the transportation cost that is assumed to be shared be-

tween the two companies, dij is the geographical distance between

the two companies, and dmax is the maximum distance between any

two companies in the system. Then, given the set of utilities

≃u u u( , ) ( )j j j j j1 1 , the potential partner with best utility is chosen.

• The current contractor's Gaussian offer distribution and the partner's

Gaussian demand distribution are updated by truncation of the

overlap area, as it is not available anymore for exchanges with other

companies.

The growth of the network of symbiotic relationships ran until the

cumulated variation of output waste becomes negligible and after a

minimal number of iterations. More precisely, if wj t, is the output waste

for company j at time t, the stopping criteria is ∑ − <−w w ε
N j j t j t
1

, , 1

where we took ε=10−3. In practice, all simulations satisfied this cri-

teria at tf=500.

To visualize the network between companies and give an intuition

of this stopping criteria, we illustrate in Fig. 2 final configurations ob-

tained for the same parameter values but with the different geo-

graphical setups.

2.4. Model outputs

Given an economic configuration generated by the model, we need

indicators to quantify its performance at an aggregated level. The

different objectives, such as sustainability that has to be maximized and

cost that has to be minimized, are generally contradictory for such

complex economic systems (Fazlollahi et al., 2012).

We use simply the following indicators to quantify the performance

of a final configuration:

• Total waste W, which is the sum of remaining areas for all output

distributions at final time. Thus, total waste corresponds to the

quantity of waste which was not exchanged by companies.

• Relative cost C, given by the total length of the network (sum of

lengths of all links) weighted by flows within links, normalized by

world scale (diagonal of the world). Note that we do not include

transportation cost in the computation, so that costs for different

values of c can be compared. In other words, this relative cost is the

effective total cost of moving materials normalized by transporta-

tion cost.

2.5. Model summary and implementation

The central feature of agent-based models is that they evolve mac-

roscopic patterns from the bottom-up, namely with assumptions done at

the microscopic level on the characteristics of agents and their beha-

vior, with few top-down macroscopic constraints (in our case these are

for example locations and transportation cost, while company product

distributions, partner choices, etc. are done at the microscopic level).

The simulation model starts from an initial configuration (here com-

panies with no symbiotic link) and simulates step-by-step the evolution

of the system following the simplified rules for company behavior. With

time flowing, companies will successively choose partners and create

symbiotic links. The final network of relations depends on the realized

sequence of events, and therefore on random fluctuations which are

also simulated, but as we show with model exploration and statistical

analysis, macroscopic indicators (global network structure indicators,

including total cost, total final waste), are statistically robust as a

function of microscopic model parameters. The cost of a relation for

each link is the travelled length weighted by the waste quantity, which

allows computing the total cost, and the total waste, in a similar way.

This emerging behavior can not be predicted other than through si-

mulation. This also explains the stylized experiments we will conduct

on the model, like studying the influence of transportation cost which

can directly be interpreted in the real world, or trying to optimize total

cost and waste, or studying the impact of spatial correlations, since the

simulation model can be used as a “virtual laboratory” to test hy-

potheses and scenarios (Epstein, 2006).

The model was implemented in NetLogo, which is suited for the

interactive exploration of such models in which the spatial structure is

crucial. We also developed a R version, especially with the objective of

an integration into a Shiny web application for a real world use as

described before. Model exploration was done using the software

OpenMole, which provides simultaneously (i) a seamless embedding of

any model in most of existing programming languages into a platform

for model experiments; (ii) a transparent access to High Performance

Computing environments such as clusters or computation grids; (iii)

specific methods for model exploration (e.g. design of experiments,

search for diversity, dimensionality reduction) and model optimization

and calibration (genetic algorithms) methods (Reuillon et al., 2013). In

the study of such a computational model, an intensive exploration is

crucial to extract relevant knowledge from it (Banos, 2013).

Model code and results are available on the open repository of the

project at https://github.com/SFICSSS16-CircularEconomy/

CircularEconomy. Large simulation results files are available on the

dataverse at https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/7XCWTN.

3. Results

Model experiments were run with varying the parameters d0, σ, T0,
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c, and the type of setup between uniform and synthetic city system for a

baseline experiment, as well as varying α on a targeted experiment on a

synthetic city system. The meta-parameters (parameters for model

geographical initialization which remain fixed in experiments) were

fixed at N=50 (one sector of reasonable size), γ=1.3 (yielding a

hierarchical city system (Cottineau, 2017)), β=1.5 (supra-linear

scaling law between population and industry, corresponding to a high

added-value sector (Bettencourt et al., 2007)) and p=5 centers within

a square world of size 100km (typical of a regional city system as shown

for example in the case of France by Berroir et al. (2017), and being the

magnitude of the application to Netherlands). Boundaries of varying

parameters and details of numerical experiments are given in Appendix

A. The choice of fixing these setup parameters aims at studying the

dynamics of the model without capturing a variability due to geography

(which could be a possible development as done by Raimbault et al.

(2018)).

We recall here, as detailed in Table 1 with the associated processes,

that the varying parameters are the transportation cost c and the gravity

decay d0 (both linked to spatial interactions), the threshold T0 and the

distribution width σ (both linked to industrial structure) and the cor-

relation level α (linked to industrial clusters). Studying the role of each

thus informs on the corresponding process. This type of model valida-

tion through statistical consistency, sensitivity analysis, and calibration

(here with a bi-objective minimization of stylized objectives as detailed

below), is typical for such simple simulation models (Pumain and

Reuillon, 2017).

3.1. Statistical consistency of the model

First of all, we verify the internal consistence of the model by

looking at statistical distribution of indicators (illustrated in Appendix

B.1 for some points of the parameter space). Most of the distributions

are unimodal but not necessarily normal. However, we can roughly

estimate the number of runs needed to reach a certain confidence in-

terval on the mean and be able to differentiate indicators across dif-

ferent parameter values. For example, assuming a normal distribution

of the indicator, to obtain a α level confidence interval of width σ

2

around the mean, the equation = −σ
σ z

n

4 · α1 must be verified. This leads

to n≃ 64 for a 95% confidence level. For a grid of 11,700 parameter

points (see Appendix A) and n=100 repetitions, we compute the

distance between averages relative to standard deviations, i.e.

= −
+r 2·

µ µ

σ σij

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

i j

i j
if µ σˆ , ˆk k are average and standard deviation of the studied

indicator for parameter point k, estimated on repetitions. This rate rij,

computed for all i≠ j, summarize if the difference in averages is sig-

nificantly different from standard deviations, and thus from confidence

intervals with the setting we just described. For the waste indicator, the

rate rij has a median of 2.4 and is above 1 at the 22% quantile, whereas

for the cost, the median is at 2.7 and it reaches 1 at 21%. This number

of runs is thus already satisfying for differentiating indicators across

parameter variations, and we run experiments with n=100 in the

following.

3.2. Model exploration

In order to study the baseline behavior of the model, we ran grid

search experiments with a uniform initial distribution and a synthetic

city system. In Appendix B.2 we show figures giving an extensive view

of the behavior of indicators. From this exploration we learn the fol-

lowing stylized facts:

• Qualitative behavior of indicators that can be intuitively expected:

(i) a decrease of waste when σ increases (companies with more di-

verse inputs and outputs have more opportunities to exchange); (ii)

an increase of waste when transportation cost increases (potential

exchanges which are far in terms of distance become too costly to be

realized); (iii) an increase of relative cost when c decreases (lower

transportation costs yield more exchanges, but also less efficient

exchanges as companies will less seek to optimize their exchange

network).

• Some behaviors which could not be predicted intuitively from

model processes, i.e. corresponding to emergent behavior obtained

through simulation: (i) an increase of waste with T0 for low trans-

portation costs (which should correspond to a congestion effect); (ii)

a slight u-shape behavior of cost as a function of σ for high d0 and

low c (when interactions are free in space, intermediate industrial

structures are the worse for cost); (iii) an effect of d0 on waste which

leads to no difference between the setup types for high values of d0
(gravity decay mitigates the role of space).

• The behavior on synthetic city systems and real population data

shows different qualitative patterns, confirming the necessity to

Fig. 2. Examples of networks generated. We

show final networks for the three different

geographical setups (uniform, synthetic city

system, actual population of The Netherlands).

Parameters are set to d0=40, T0=0.06,

c=1.3, σ=0.04, α=2.4, and the process to

correlate averages is active in the synthetic city

system only, where centers are defined. We

already visually observe significant differences

in the form of the final network depending on

the geography.

Table 1

Summary of model parameters. We give first meta-parameters that are fixed during our experiments, and parameters that varied during experiments. We give the

corresponding process, the range and the default value for each. All parameters are adimensional, except gravity decay which is in kilometers.

Parameter Notation Process Range Value Observation

Number of firms N Economic system [2;106] N=50 Upper bound depends of scale

Hierarchy of city system γ City system [0.5;2.0] γ=1.3 –

Density-to-firms exponent α Economic system [0.1;4.0] α=1.5 –

Number of centers p City system [1;10] p=5 –

Gravity decay d0 Spatial interactions [1;200] d0=50km Depends on scale

Distribution width σ Industrial structure [0.01;0.1] σ=0.05 Candidate for policies

Overlap threshold T0 Industrial structure [0.01;0.1] T0=0.1 Candidate for policies

Transportation cost c Urban system [0.1;4.0] c=0.5 Exogenous

Correlation level α Industrial clusters [0;20.0] α=5 Candidate for policies
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embed the model in realistic or real data. In other words, space

matters for the establishment of a circular economy network.

3.3. Patterns of policy optimization to grow the circular economy

An abstract application of the model paves the way for the ex-

ploration of potential policy optimization. We follow the rationale that

the policy makers can influence on some parameters only, under the

assumption that: (i) transportation parameters are fixed by exogenous

conditions, that include among other factors transportation infra-

structure and energy price (Raimbault and Bergeaud, 2017) (these as-

pects are concerned by policies at a different level, both for scope and

coverage); and (ii) distribution width is fixed, corresponding to the

fixed industrial structure (roughly stylized in our model), which tem-

poral scale of change is significantly larger in magnitude than the one of

the model.

In that context, the policy maker can influence the interaction range

(gravity decay d0) by giving incentives for collaboration between

companies or a better circulation of information for example, and the

collaboration threshold T0, also with incentives or technological help.

These parameters correspond to relatively easy-to-implement policies

in the short term. Therefore, we study optimization patterns on the

parameter plan (d0, T0), at fixed (σ, c), for both objectives simulta-

neously. We run a model calibration with a genetic algorithm (GA) to

demonstrate the existence of a Pareto front of compromise solutions

(see Appendix A.3 for details). Such a front is shown in Fig. 3 for

σ=0.01 and c=3. The GA yields a continuous Pareto front without

any degeneracy (part for which it would be equivalent to optimize one

objective). We furthermore confirm the expected role of d0, for which

low values give solutions with low cost and high waste, and high values

solutions with low waste but a high cost. The existence of this front has

important implication for policy making, confirming that a compromise

has to be made between sustainability and the economical cost needed

to reach it.

We study then the influence of (σ, c) on patterns of optimization. As

running the optimization GA has a high computational cost, for this we

use the grid search baseline experiment, with the assumption that some

information is contained within corresponding approximate Pareto

fronts. We show in Fig. 3 the relative size of fronts (defined as the

number of non-dominated points relative to the size of the point cloud)

when σ and c vary. The uniform setup exhibits a u-shape as a function of

transportation cost c, whereas this relative size is increasing with c for

synthetic city systems. As the uniform setup can be understood as a

highly zoomed geographical scale, this implies that the highest number

of alternatives will occur for intermediate values of transportation cost

for local policies. In the case of a city system (regional policy), in-

creasing the exogenous constraint through energy price counter-in-

tuitively increases the number of alternatives for optimization. This

means that stronger constraints in fact enlarge the set of Pareto-

equivalent choices the decision-maker has to choose within. In terms of

quantitative flexibility of objectives (variation of the shape of fronts,

with a complex interplay between σ and c, is shown in Appendix C), we

find that the relative spread of fronts, defined as −
−

W W

C C

max min

max min
, capturing

the relative flexibility on each objective, has significant variations from

0.025 to 0.2 when c increases, confirming that changing c yields higher

variations on final costs, in line with a higher number of optimization

alternatives.

3.4. Spatial correlation between input and output distributions

In Fig. 4 the influence of clustering demand and offer on the level of

circularity is plotted. There is a clear increasing relationship between

the clustering on the amount of circularity, indicating that matching

actors together in close proximity yields exponentially better results.

For low values of σ (here σ=0.01), i.e. constrained industrial

structure, the gain is significant only for the highest levels of clustering,

and even shows a slight decrease and an oscillation before increasing.

Although the decrease and the oscillations are statistically significant in

terms of confidence intervals, they are negligible regarding the stan-

dard deviation of distributions, and so we do not consider them as

meaningful. For a high σ (here σ=0.05), the curves are monotonous

but still stagnate for low levels of clustering.

Logically, high transportation costs make the model non-sensitive to

the gravity decay d0, and furthermore witness the emergence of a

specific mode with a very low performance (dashed lines, fitted sepa-

rately, these parameter settings correspond to the few bimodal dis-

tributions for which the average does not summarizes model modes): in

this case, the geographical setting and parameter values produce a very

poor network of connections between companies. The existence of this

regime is in itself interesting, as it confirms the importance of the

spatial configuration.

The most important result for our purpose is that low levels of

clustering hardly have any effect on the circularity of the system, as

below a high threshold of 15, the circularity remains roughly stable.

Above this step, all configurations witness an exponential increase and

thus a strong effect of the clustering. These results seem to suggest that

matching companies to be located within the same center/city/in-

dustrial park can only have a significant effect on circularity if this

matching is moderate to strong.

This is an important finding for urban planning and the develop-

ments of Eco-industrial parks, as it suggests that a regional view of the

industrial system is necessary to optimize the circularity at this level,

since local policies will less likely result in such correlation levels for

the whole range of industrial products.

3.5. Real world deterministic geographical positions

We illustrate the potentiality of real-world application of our model

at a smaller scale with a large database, more precisely the EPRTR

database. Following the regulation 166/2006 of the European

Fig. 3. Multi-objective optimization of cost

and waste. (Left plot) An example of Pareto

front, obtained with a NSGA2 algorithm at

fixed σ=0.01 and c=3. (Right plot) Relative

size of approximate Pareto fronts, defined as

the rate between number of points lying on the

Pareto front and the number of points in the

cloud, as a smoothed function of transportation

cost, for both setup types (linetype). Color level

gives the value of σ.
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Commission, a large proportion of industrial facilities have to declare

their pollutant release, but also the transfer of waste to other facilities.

The open access database including these declarations is available at

https://prtr.eea.europa.eu/. We use the latest version available (v16)

covering the years 2004–2017, which contains information for 62,872

facilities, 9,633 waste handlers and 622,860 waste transfers. After

georeferencing addresses in the database, filtering on links with origin

and destination available, and considering links inside countries only

(for a national scale application of the model), we find that the country

with the largest number of links is Netherlands with 284 links (among

1074 intra-country links - most transfers being international a large part

of the database is not used at this scale but this number is still enough to

apply our model). These links are mapped in Fig. 5.

The model is parametrized with real company positions, but no

initial links and the same free parameters as before (namely gravity

decay d0, distribution width σ, overlap threshold T0, transportation cost

c, and no distribution correlation, i.e. α=0). We generate the network

and compare it to the real links with the following indicators capturing

network structure: (i) squared error on number of links εN, which can be

seen as a preliminary requirement (constrained optimization); (ii)

squared error on average link length εL (the average being taken on all

links); and (iii) squared error on average relative costs εC.

We calibrate the model using the same optimization heuristic as

above, i.e. a genetic algorithm run on a computation grid with the

software OpenMOLE, until convergence of the result population. We

show in Fig. 5 calibration results (right panel). More precisely, we select

the final population points which have a reasonable value for the net-

work size objective, namely with an error less than 10% of the target

value (284 links for the real network). This yields 59 points out of 200.

They form a Pareto front regarding the two remaining objectives with

relatively low values, witnessing of a good bi-objective constrained

calibration (for example, a value of 100 for the error on link length

corresponds to a 6% relative error). We furthermore observe a con-

tinuous variation of T0 along this front, high values give the best so-

lutions regarding link length while low values give the best solutions

regarding link relative cost: in the case companies have a very low

propensity to exchange (high T0) network topology is accurately re-

produced, while a higher propensity to exchange yields a better fit on

weighted network structure. Considering the compromise points near

the origin, such that εL < 100 and εC < 200, we can interpret the

Fig. 4. Influence of clustering level on the level of circularity. We plot the level of circularity as a function of the level of clustering, for a low transportation cost

c=0.5 (Left plot) and a high transportation cost (Right plot), for different values of the overlap threshold T0 (columns), of the distribution width σ (row), and of the

distance decay d0 (color). When two regimes clearly emerge (for high T0 and high σ), they are separated by linetype to fit the summary statistics.

Fig. 5. Model calibration on the EPRTR database. (Left) Map of real links taken into account for calibration. Link width gives the weight which is proportional to real

transfer quantity, and link color gives the type of treatment; (Right) Conditionally to having an error on network size of less than 10% of the target value (N=284),

we show the Pareto front for the remaining objectives of average network length and average network cost. Point color gives the value of calibrated T0.
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average estimated parameters: gravity decay =d̂ 16.30 implying mostly

local interactions between companies, overlap threshold =T̂ 0.460

which means a high propensity to exchange, transportation cost

=ĉ 0.26 which is relatively low, and distribution width =σ̂ 0.01 cor-

responding to specialized companies.

We show thus that the model can accurately approach the real

network, and the solutions could be applied for the testing of policies,

for example running the model with calibrated parameters but changes

in spatial distribution of companies. This example is in line with the

previous experiments, in which indirect knowledge on processes is

gained (e.g., see subsection 3.3). Although it still remains simplified, it

shows a proof-of-concept on how the model could be applied to real-

world cases, exploiting the insights from real-world data as well as

using model simulations.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we introduced the basis of an ABM for modeling

geographical features of industrial symbiotic processes. The main con-

tribution is that the model provides a framework for studying macro-

level properties of symbiotic systems given the properties of a geo-

graphical area. The model can be extended to accommodate both the-

oretical and more practical research questions. As a theoretical tool, the

model can be used as a formal inductive method to produce hypotheses

about complex symbiotic interactions. As a practical tool, the model can

help to optimize the effectiveness of symbiotic exchanges given a geo-

graphical area. Furthermore, we provide a proof of concept by com-

paring the model to data from the European Pollutant Release and

Transfer Register database, and present some first results. This study is

an important step in understanding the effect of geographical features

on symbiotic exchanges from a systems perspective, filling a gap in the

research on circular economies and industrial symbioses.

The first general result of this study is that the geographical dis-

tribution matters. Although this is known on a local scale, the finding

that the behavior is very different between a uniform setup and a

synthetic city system is not trivial. Despite the distance between actors

being smaller within the city cluster, the distance is bigger for actors

between clusters, keeping the average distance the same between

setups. The emergent behavior is therefore an interesting phenomena. A

consequence of this finding is that optimization of symbiotic exchanges

requires custom planning at the local level, but also taking into account

the regional or even national level. Secondly, an important finding is

that clustering companies that have correlations in their input and

output has an exponential effect on the circularity of the system. As a

consequence, there is potentially a lot to gain by matching agents to-

gether with a specific geographical area. This effect is however attained

only above a high threshold of clustering, which means that corre-

sponding policies must be strictly implemented. Spatial correlations

also make the local scale less dependent on the regional or national

scale for the optimization of the symbiotic system. Therefore the results

can be important for policy advice on urban planning and the devel-

opments of Eco-industrial areas.

Although this is a simplified model, we obtain less than 10 percent

error margin on two network structure indicators when we run the

model using georeferencing of companies in the Netherlands and

compare the results to data from the European Pollutant Release and

Transfer Register. These results are encouraging for the validity of the

model in real world applications, and possible future policy applica-

tions in a more data-driven way.

Our main contribution consists in developing a methodology for

studying industrial symbiotic mechanisms in different geographical

contexts. The model will be developed further to accommodate both

theoretical and practical research questions. An example of a theore-

tical question could be to study the effect of different dynamics of in-

dustrial symbioses on the performance, such as self-organization, third

party mechanisms or central control (Boons et al., 2017). An example of

a practical question that could be answered is providing estimates for

area development in case not all parameters are known. This could be

useful for future development as well as when certain types of in-

formation are not public. The model has shown to provide reasonable

parameter estimates for system level parameters.

The model will also be developed further methodologically by

making it more realistic in several aspects. The next step is to make this

model a data-driven model. Several variables, such as the input and

output distributions, distance decay and transportation cost can be

modeled or estimated on specific real-world data. Several examples of

platforms are collecting information that could be used to inform the

model. Examples vary from the life cycle analyses of one product (Davis

et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2017), to the functioning of an Eco-industrial

park (Jacobsen, 2006), to open data approaches to build an industrial

symbiosis data repository (Davis et al., 2017; ISDATA, 2018). Such

datasets, combined with the integration within a GIS (illustrated here

by the EPRTR database integration) with interactive capabilities (e.g.

an interactive web application), should allow to both parametrize the

model (initial configuration) and calibrate it (accuracy of the generated

network of relations).

Furthermore, a refinement of economic processes included in the

model is also an important research direction. The mechanism used to

establish exchanges between companies is very simple and does not

include behavioral considerations. A game theory framework with

possibly more than two players is a possible way to take agents’ be-

havior into account better as it has been done for cooperative re-

lationships in a eco-industrial chain (Li and Wang, 2012). The use of

random utility models, suited in particular to model discrete choices

(Bierlaire, 1998), is another alternative. The economic structure is also

relatively simplified. A potentially important model improvement could

be a more realistic settings for company sizes, following e.g. a power-

law for the distribution of sizes (Simon and Bonini, 1958). Furthermore,

the model currently simulates processes on a short time scale, compa-

nies characteristics like position, size, type of activity, are assumed to

be fixed. The integration into an evolutionary model on longer time

scales (Nelson and Winter, 2009) would be relevant for longer term

sustainable policies. Being more realistic on the location of companies

based e.g. on real-world land use data and not only through urban

density is also an important development, that we already suggested

with the real-world illustration.

A key objective of future work will be to set the foundations for an

open source application that can be used to monitor the circular

economy, as well as create a marketplace for waste products. Data

crowd sourcing, in interaction with feedback from models inspired from

the one we developed, should make the actors aware of potentialities

and foster exchanges between them.
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